Two-dimensional gel electrophoretograms of human chromosome specific restriction DNA fragments.
Human genomic DNA can be scanned by a two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of NotI cleaved, end-labelled DNA. This method, called Restriction Landmark Genome Scanning (RLGS) method yields about 2000 landmark spots in such a two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. To assign these spots to chromosomes, DNA from flow-sorted chromosome 3 (7.7 x 10(5) copies) and chromosome 4 (6.7 x 10(5) copies) were subjected to the same analysis. Ninety seven and 122 spots, respectively, were obtained in the electrophoretograms among which 16 spots were common to other chromosomes, and the others were unique to each chromosome. A method has been devised to assign these spots to the whole genomic profile. The ability to assign each spot to a chromosome will render this new mapping technology extremely useful, in which one can detect physical aberrations occurring in chromosomes, or it can be used as an auxiliary method in physical mapping of the human genome.